While epidemiological data support the link between reduced heart rate variability (HRV) and a multitude of pathologies, the mechanisms underlying changes in HRV and disease progression are poorly understood. Even though we have numerous rodent models of disease for mechanistic studies, not being able to reliably measure HRV in conscious, freely moving rodents has hindered our ability to extrapolate the role of HRV in the progression from normal physiology to pathology. The sheer number of heart beats per day (>800,000 in mice) makes data exclusion both time consuming and daunting. We sought to evaluate an RR interval exclusion method based on percent (%) change of adjacent RR intervals. Two approaches were evaluated: % change from "either" and "both" adjacent RR intervals. The data exclusion method based on standard deviation (SD) was also evaluated for comparison. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were generated to determine the performance of each method. Results showed that exclusion based on % change from "either" adjacent RR intervals was the most accurate method in identifying normal and abnormal RR intervals, with an overall accuracy of 0.92-0.99. As the exclusion value increased (% change or SD), the sensitivity (correctly including normal RR intervals) increased exponentially while the specificity (correctly rejecting abnormal RR intervals) decreased linearly. Compared to the SD method, the "either" approach had a steeper rise in sensitivity and a more gradual decrease in specificity. The intersection of sensitivity and specificity where the exclusion criterion had the same accuracy in identifying normal and abnormal RR intervals was 10-20% change for the "either" approach and ∼ 1 SD for the SD-based exclusion method. Graphically (tachogram and Lorenz plot), 20% change from either adjacent RR interval resembled the data after manual exclusion. Finally, overall (SDNN) and short-term (rMSSD) indices of HRV generated using 20% change from "either" adjacent RR intervals as the exclusion criterion were closer to the manual exclusion method with lower subject-to-subject variability than those generated using the 2 SD exclusion criterion. Thus, 20% change from "either" adjacent RR intervals is a good criterion for data exclusion for reliable 24-h time domain HRV analysis in rodents.
INTRODUCTION
The concept of using respiration-related changes in heart beat (respiratory sinus arrhythmia) as a marker for cardiac vagal regulation was first introduced four decades ago (Katona and Jih, 1975; Hedman et al., 1995) . Over the past two decades, heart rate variability (HRV) has become a clinical tool for assessing autonomic function and risks for cardiac events (Villareal et al., 2002) . Attenuated HRV is associated with myriad pathologies, and reduced HRV has also been shown to be an independent risk factor for cardiac events including arrhythmias and sudden cardiac death (Kleiger et al., 2005; Billman, 2011) .
HRV parameters can be derived with time domain, frequency domain, and non-linear dynamic analysis techniques (Rajendra Acharya et al., 2006; Billman, 2011) . Regardless of the parameters used to assess HRV, it is crucial that abnormal RR intervals (ectopic beats, noise, artifacts, etc.,) are excluded in the analysis for accurate HRV measures (Malik et al., 1996) . Because including abnormal beats in the analysis can compromise the reliability of HRV measures, data exclusion is an essential part of the HRV analysis (Lippman et al., 1994; Peltola, 2012) . This is feasible with short-term recordings in humans under standardized conditions in which the recorded signals typically contain minimal artifacts (Lippman et al., 1994; Peltola, 2012) . With longer recording periods and/or recordings from conscious and freely moving subjects, abnormal beats and artifacts become common in the data set, which makes identifying abnormal RR intervals a challenging task. This is particularly true for recordings from mice, in part due to their size; changes in posture and activity can profoundly alter the relative position of the two electrocardiogram (ECG) leads, which alters the quality of ECG signals, as well as introduces electromyography noise or creates non-physiological noise from lead movements. In addition, the sheer number of heart beats in 24 h (>800,000 beats in mice and >400,000 beats in rats) makes data exclusion time consuming and daunting. Based on our previous studies, on average, a 24-h ECG recording from a mouse requires approximately 1 week to visually inspect all RR intervals and manually exclude abnormal RR intervals (Chen et al., 2008; Pham et al., 2009) .
Thus, applying the strict criterion of including only normalto-normal RR intervals for HRV analysis manually is not practical in HRV analysis of rodent ECG recordings. It is thus necessary to strike a balance between accuracy in identifying abnormal RR intervals and the time required to do so. Thireau and colleagues presented a simple two standard deviations (2 SD) exclusion method in which RR intervals outside of the 95% confidence intervals (mean ± 2 SD) were excluded from data analysis (Thireau et al., 2008) . Albeit not perfect, this numeric cut off based on the 95% confidence intervals makes it feasible to process 24-h mouse recordings within a reasonable time frame.
The purpose of this paper is to evaluate a different RR interval exclusion method based on percent (%) change of adjacent RR intervals. The gold standard of manual exclusion was used as the baseline for comparison. Mouse and rat ECG recordings with varying types of noise adulterating the ECG signals were used to test the efficacy of each exclusion method.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
All protocols were approved by the University of California, Davis Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee in compliance with the Animal Welfare Act and Public Health Service Policy on Humane Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. We selected three mouse recordings that represent different degrees of artifacts: recording 1 (M1) had a large quantity of erroneous extra marks (non-normal R waves) and missed marks (unmarked normal R waves) throughout the 24-h recording; recording 2 (M2) had mostly erroneous extra marks, with most of the erroneous marks in the dark cycle and with long stretches of abnormal RR intervals; and recording 3 (M3) had relatively fewer artifacts throughout the recordings (mostly ideal ECG waveforms and correct R wave marks).
Similarly, three rat recordings representing different degrees of artifacts were used to evaluate the exclusion methods. Among the three rats, recording 1 (R1) contained the least amount of noise and artifacts while rat recording 2 (R2) had the most noise and artifacts in the recordings.
Telemetry Implant (Mouse)
Male C57BL/6J mice (8 weeks old from The Jackson Lab, Sacramento, CA) were anesthetized with isoflurane (5% induction, 1.5-3% maintenance). The criteria for adequacy of anesthesia included the following: (1) lack of eye blink reflex, (2) no whisker movement, (3) lack of paw pinch withdraw, and (4) no irregular or sudden changes in breathing frequency. A mouse blood pressure (BP) + ECG telemetry device (HD-X11, Data Sciences International, St. Paul, MN, United States) was implanted subcutaneously in the left side of body via a small midline incision at the ventral neck region. The tip of the arterial catheter was placed in the aortic arch through the left carotid artery and both ECG leads were tunneled subcutaneously to obtain a lead II configuration. The negative lead was secured to the upper right pectoral muscle wall, and the positive lead was sutured just medial of the xiphoid process. Mice were given Buprenex (0.05 mg/kg) subcutaneously prior to surgery and twice daily post-op for 2 days for pain control.
Telemetry Implant (Rat)
Male Sprague Dawley rats (8 weeks old from Charles River Laboratories, Hollister, CA) were anesthetized with isoflurane (5% induction, 1.5-3% maintenance). The criteria for adequacy of anesthesia were the same as those for the mice. A rat BP/ECG telemetry device (HD-S11, Data Sciences International, St. Paul, MN, United States) was implanted via midline laparotomy. The arterial catheter was inserted into the abdominal aorta and secured with a drop of Vetbond surgical glue and a nitrocellulose patch. The transmitter body was secured to the abdominal muscle wall with 5-0 non-absorbable suture. Both ECG leads were tunneled through the abdominal muscle wall caudoventrally and then tunneled subcutaneously for a lead II configuration. Rats were given Buprenex (0.05 mg/kg) subcutaneously prior to surgery and twice daily post-op for 2 days for pain control.
Recording Protocols
All animals were housed individually on a 12-h dark-light cycle with food and water available ad libitum (mouse housing facility: temperature 69 ± 4 • F, 60 ± 15% humidity, rat housing facility: 73 ± 2 • F, 48 ± 5% humidity). Recordings were performed in a dedicated animal housing room in which no personnel entered during the recording period. ECGs were recorded at 4 kHz and BP was recorded at 500 Hz with Ponemah software (Data Sciences International, St. Paul, MN, United States). For mice, 24-h continuous BP/ECG recordings were obtained 10-14 weeks after implant surgery. For rats, 24-h continuous BP/ECG recordings were obtained 3 weeks after implant surgery.
Marking ECG R-Waves
The BP waveform was used as a reference for heart beats with regular cardiac contractions. R waves were marked with Ponemah analysis attributes as listed in Table 1 . In addition, for mice, any RR intervals longer than 400 ms (HR < 150 bpm) were excluded using Data Insights software (Data Sciences International, St. Paul, MN, United States). For rats, RR intervals longer than 600 ms (HR < 100 bpm) were excluded. These resulting data sets were referred to as the "initial" data sets and subsequently subjected to three different RR interval exclusion methods (manual, % change-based, and SD-based) as described below.
RR Interval Exclusion Methods
Using Data Insights software, abnormal RR intervals were marked as bad data by inserting a "bad data mark" without placing a substitute. This effectively removed the abnormal RR interval from data analysis in the Ponemah HRV analysis module. This does not affect most of the HRV parameters: SDNN, SDANN, and SDNNIDX as these measures are not affected by the order of the beats. For calculating beat-to-beat changes for rMSSD, RR intervals with a "bad data mark" in between will not be calculated. This effectively prevents including the delta change from two beats that were not normal consecutive beats. For QRS detection threshold, 25% of the largest rectified derivative signal within a QRS segment is used for identifying potential R waves. Minimum R deflection is the threshold voltage for R wave detection. Maximum heart rate is a hard cut off that will disregard any R waves in which the heart rate exceeds the maximum heart rate setting. Peak bias indicates whether R waves tend to deflect more positively or negatively from the baseline. A higher percent value for peak bias would instruct the software to prioritize marking the positive portion of the QRS complex as the R wave. * Minimum heart rate is not a hard cut off, rather, the software will try to find a missing R wave (by lowering the QRS detection threshold) if the minimum RR is obtained and it doesn't find an R wave.
For the manual exclusion method, as described in our previous studies (Chen et al., 2008; Pham et al., 2009 ), all RR intervals were visually inspected. Misplaced R wave marks were corrected by removing the misplaced mark and inserting an R wave mark at the correct location. For sections without visible R waves (masked by noise and artifacts) or where an ectopic beat occurred, a "bad data mark" is placed to mark the region as bad data. This method is most time-consuming, but it yields the most accurate data set representing normal-to-normal RR intervals.
For the % change exclusion method, two approaches were employed for this method: the "either" and the "both" approaches. The "either" approach represents the concept that the RR interval of interest is at least a defined percent change from either one of the two adjacent RR intervals. The algorithm in the Data Insights software for this exclusion approach is as follows for 20% as the cutoff criterion:
Where, RRI cyc0 is the RR interval of interest (to be included or excluded) RRI cyc1 is the RR interval immediately after RRI cyc0 RRI cyc−1 is the RR interval immediately before RRI cyc0
If either % change is greater than 20, RRI cyc0 will be marked as bad data.
The "both" approach represents the concept that the RR interval of interest is at least a defined percent change from both of the two adjacent RR intervals. The algorithm in the Data Insights software for this exclusion approach is as follows for 20% as the cutoff criterion: % change (RRI cyc1 , RRI cyc0 ) >20 AND % change (RRI cyc−1 , RRI cyc0 ) >20
Only when both of the % changes are greater than 20, will the RRI cyc0 be marked as bad data.
For the 2 SD exclusion method, the mean and standard deviation were calculated from the initial data set. All RR intervals outside of two standard deviations of the mean were marked as bad data and excluded from downstream HRV analysis (Thireau et al., 2008) .
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
ROC curves were used to evaluate the quality of each RR interval exclusion method for their sensitivity to correctly identify true normal-to-normal RR intervals and their specificity to correctly reject abnormal RR intervals. Four time points, each consisting of 20,000 RR intervals, from each animal were used as proof of principle for ROC analysis: Dark 1, Dark 2, Light 1, and Light 2. "Dark 1" was taken from the beginning of the dark cycle (the first 20,000 RR intervals when the light was switched off). "Dark 2" was taken from the middle of the dark cycle (20,000 RR intervals around 1:00 am during the 7pm-7am dark cycle). Likewise, "Light 1" was taken from the beginning of the light cycle (when the light was switched on) and "Light 2" was taken from the middle of the light cycle (around 1:00 pm during the 7am-7pm light cycle).
For these two approaches, the % change of the RR interval of interest from the RR interval immediately before and after it was calculated. Mathematically, the larger of these two % changes is the exclusion value for the "either" approach and the smaller of these two % changes is the exclusion value for the "both" approach.
From the initial data sets, each of the 20,000 RR intervals was visually inspected; normal RR intervals were assigned a number "1" and abnormal RR intervals were assigned a number "0." For ROC curves based on % change, the % change of the RR interval of interest from it's adjacent RR was calculated as follows:
For the "either" approach, the smaller of the two above % change was used for the RR interval of interest. For the "both" approach, the larger of the two above % change was used for the RR interval of interest.
For ROC curves based on SD, the following formula was used:
Three RR means and SDs were used: mean and SD generated from the data used to generate ROC curves (i.e., from the 20,000 RR intervals used to generate the ROC curves), from the 12 h data of the same dark-light cycle, and from the whole 24-h data set. Statistical analysis to compare ROC curves generated from all methods was performed using SigmaPlot software (Systat Software, Inc., San Jose, CA, United States). Sensitivity and specificity of different exclusion criteria were compared with a one-way repeated measure ANOVA. The Fisher LSD post hoc test was used for pairwise comparison when appropriate. Significance was set at p < 0.05.
Generating Standard 24-h HRV Parameters
Using Data Insights software, 24-h HRV parameters were generated for the following exclusion criteria: (1) manual exclusion, (2) 15% exclusion (all RR intervals that differed by >15% from either the previous or subsequent RR intervals were excluded), (3) 20% exclusion (all RR intervals that differed by >20% from either the previous or subsequent RR intervals were excluded), (3) 1.5 SD exclusion (all RR intervals that were outside of mean ± 1.5 SD were excluded), and (4) 2 SD exclusion (all RR intervals that were outside of mean ± 2 SD were excluded). The mean and SD from the 24-h data were used for the SD exclusion Root mean square of successive difference * Normally, HRV analysis is only calculated from normal-to-normal RR intervals. For the purpose of demonstrating relative accuracy of each exclusion method, HRV parameters were generated from all data sets containing various degrees of abnormal RR intervals. Table 2) were generated (Malik et al., 1996) .
method. Standard time domain HRV measures (

RESULTS
RR Interval Composition and Distribution
An example of a 24-h tachogram obtained from a mouse is shown in Figure 1A . As expected, there were normal swings in RR intervals over the 24-h period; there were also obvious abnormal RR intervals throughout. Examples of normal and abnormal RR intervals are shown in Figure 1B . The normalto-normal RR intervals ranged from 75 ms ( Figure 1B1 ) to 250 ms ( Figure 1B2 ). Abnormal RR intervals came from either failing to mark a normal R wave ( Figure 1B3 ), errors in R wave identification ( Figures 1B4,B5 , red triangles), or the presence of ectopic beats/arrhythmias ( Figure 1B6 , red triangle). These examples were highlighted on the Lorenz plot of all 24-h of RR intervals ( Figure 1C ) and on the RR interval distribution histogram ( Figure 1D ). While some of these abnormal RR intervals were outside of the mean ± 2 SD range (defined by the red dotted lines in 1C and 1D), a significant number of abnormal RR intervals were within the 95% confidence interval. In addition, some of the longer intervals (e.g., the normal interval shown in Figure 1B2 ) were also outside of the 95% confidence interval and will be excluded using the 2 SD exclusion criterion.
ROC Curve Analysis
To determine how accurate each method was in correctly including or eliminating RR intervals for downstream HRV analysis, four time points (Dark 1, Dark 2, Light 1, and Light 2) from each recording were taken for ROC analysis. Figure 2 shows the characteristics of abnormal RR intervals of each time point and the ROC analysis of the mouse recording in Figure 1 . In this mouse, there were 926-1305 visually identified abnormal RR intervals out of the 20,000 marked RR intervals at each time point in the initial data set. The number of consecutive abnormal intervals contained was graphed to demonstrate how pervasive these intervals were throughout the each time period (Figure 2A) . These abnormal RR intervals were spread throughout the recording period and appeared as a single isolated abnormal RR interval or in clusters with the number of consecutive abnormal RR intervals ranging from 2 to 47 (Figure 2A) . As shown in the frequency histogram (Figure 2B) , the highest occurrence of the abnormal RR interval cluster had two consecutive abnormal Example traces of blood pressure and ECG recordings with the R wave marking results (triangles): normal RR interval during fast heart rate (B1), normal RR interval during slow heart rate (B2), an R wave that the program failed to mark, resulting in an abnormal RR interval (B3), a noise that was marked as R wave (red triangle), resulting in two consecutive abnormal RR intervals (B4), three extra marks (red triangles) due to noise in the recordings, resulting in six consecutive abnormal RR intervals (B5), and an ectopic beat (premature ventricular contraction, red triangle) that also resulted in two consecutive abnormal RR intervals (B6). ( p-values of pairwise comparison between exclusion methods. SD, SD generated from the 20,000 RR interval used for ROC analysis. SD-12 h, SD generated from the 12 h data of the same dark-light cycle. SD-24 h, SD generated from the whole 24-h data. The letter "A" in figure legend indicates overall accuracy of identifying normal and abnormal RR intervals.
RR intervals, originating from either extra error marks (e.g., Figures 1B4,B5 ) or ectopic beats (e.g., Figure 1B6 ). The second highest occurrence of the abnormal RR interval cluster contained only one abnormal interval, resulting from the program failing to mark a normal R wave (e.g., Figure 1B3 ).
As described in the Materials and Methods, all 20,000 RR intervals were visually inspected for each time point. All normalto-normal RR intervals were assigned to the number "1" and all abnormal RR intervals were assigned to the number "0." Figure 2C shows the resulting ROC curves of each exclusion SD, SD generated from the 20,000 RR intervals used for ROC analysis. SD-12 h, SD generated from the 12 h data of the same dark-light cycle. SD-24 h, SD generated from the whole 24-h data. M1, mouse recording 1; M2, mouse recording 2; M3, mouse recording 3; R1, rat recording 1; R2, rat recording 2; R3, rat recording 3.
method. Graphically, the top-left corner of the ROC graph (where 1-specificity = 0 and Sensitivity = 1) represents a "perfect" outcome in which all normal-to-normal RR intervals are correctly identified for inclusion and all abnormal RR intervals are correctly identified for rejection. The ROC curve that is closest to this top-left corner will have the largest area under the curve and thus, the highest accuracy in identifying normal and abnormal RR intervals. The accuracy of the "either" approach of the % change method in identifying normal and abnormal RR intervals (area under the ROC curve) was between 0.96 and 0.97 ( Figure 2C ). For the SD exclusion method, the accuracy was between 0.79 and 0.94 ( Figure 2C ). There were no consistent differences among the three means ± SDs used. Results of pairwise comparison of the ROC curves are presented in Figure 2D . The "either" approach of the % change method was significantly more accurate in identifying normal and abnormal RR intervals, compared to all other ROC curves. Table 3 summarizes the range of accuracy of all methods in all animals. The "either" approach consistently had the highest accuracy. The data suggest that using % change from either adjacent RR intervals is a good method for data exclusion in mice. For each ROC curve as the exclusion value increases, the sensitivity (accuracy of correctly identifying normal RR intervals) increases and the specificity (accuracy of correctly identifying abnormal RR intervals) decreases ( Figure 2C) . For example, an exclusion criterion of 15% change in RR interval from either adjacent RR intervals had 0.95-0.98 sensitivity with 0.86-0.94 specificity. Increasing the exclusion criterion to 20% change yielded slightly higher sensitivity (0.96-0.98) and slightly lower specificity (0.81-0.90). In contrast, increasing the exclusion value to improve sensitivity had a greater negative impact on the specificity for the SD exclusion method. Setting the exclusion level at 1 SD resulted in the sensitivity ranging from 0.47 to 0.94 with specificity ranging from 0.79 to 0.85 ( Figure 2C) . Increasing the exclusion value to 2 SD included nearly all normal-to-normal RR intervals (sensitivity = 0.95-1.00), but this came at the expense of a dramatic decrease in specificity (0.52-0.59). Figure 3 shows the characteristics of abnormal RR intervals of each time point and the ROC analysis of a rat. Out of the 20,000 marked RR intervals in each time point, the visually identified abnormal RR intervals ranged from 322 to 1140. These abnormal RR intervals appeared as a single isolated abnormal RR interval or in clusters with the number of consecutive abnormal RR intervals ranging from 2 to 76 ( Figure 3A) . The clusters containing one or two consecutive abnormal intervals had the highest occurrence ( Figure 3B) . As in mice, the ROC curve that is closest to the top-left corner is the "either" approach of the % change method (Figure 3C) , indicating that the "either" approach will have the highest accuracy in identifying normal and abnormal RR intervals (overall accuracy of 0.97-0.99). This was confirmed by the pairwise comparison analysis showing a significant difference between "either" and all other methods ( Figure 3D ). This observation is consistent across all three rats tested ( Table 3 ). The data suggest that the % change from either adjacent RR intervals is a good method for data exclusion in rats. Similar to the mouse data, increasing the exclusion value from 1 to 2 SD improved the sensitivity with a dramatic decrease in specificity whereas increasing the % change from 10 to 20% only had slight impact on the sensitivity and specificity. % Change ("Either" Approach) Versus SD Figure 4 shows the accuracy of correctly identifying normal RR intervals (sensitivity) and abnormal RR intervals (specificity) at different % change (for the "either" approach) and SD cutoff values from all animals ( Figure 4A ). As the cutoff value increases, sensitivity rose exponentially while specificity decreased in a linear fashion. The intersection of the sensitivity and specificity indicates the point where the cutoff value produces the same accuracy for sensitivity and specificity. This intersection was between 10 and 20% for the "either" approach and around 1 SD for the SD-exclusion method. Setting the exclusion criterion below this point (e.g., 5% or 0.5 SD) will bias toward higher specificity at the expense of lower sensitivity. On the other hand, setting the exclusion criterion above this point (e.g., 30% or 2 SD) will bias toward higher sensitivity with lower specificity. Two % change cutoff values (15% and 20%) and two SD cutoff values (1.5 SD and 2 SD) were further compared using one-way repeated ANOVA (Figures 4B,C) .
In mice (Figure 4B ), 15% and 20% cutoff criteria had similar sensitivity and specificity. Both had significantly higher specificity than the 2 SD exclusion criterion. Decreasing the SD cutoff criterion from 2 to 1.5 SD significantly improved the specificity (albeit still significantly lower than the 15% and 20% cutoffs); however, this significantly reduced the sensitivity. In rats, there was no significant difference in sensitivity across the four cutoff criteria ( Figure 4C ). There was also no difference in specificity between 15 and 20% exclusion criteria, while 2 SD had the lowest specificity. The data suggest that 15% -20% change from either adjacent RR intervals is a better exclusion approach than the 2 SD exclusion method.
h HRV Analysis
Time domain HRV parameters of the 24 h initial and manual exclusion data sets are presented in Table 4 . The mean RR intervals were similar between the two sets of data (within 3% of each other). As expected, HRV measures generated from the initial data sets were larger than those determined after manually excluding abnormal RR intervals. Also as expected, between exclusion methods. SD, SD generated from the 20,000 RR interval used for ROC analysis. SD-12 h, SD generated from the 12 h data of the same dark-light cycle. SD-24 h, SD generated from the whole 24-h data. The letter "A" in figure legend indicates overall accuracy of identifying normal and abnormal RR intervals.
the degree of overestimation in HRV was dependent on the degree of noise and artifact in the recordings (i.e., lower overestimates in mouse recording 3 and rat recording 1 in which the degree of noise and artifact were lower). Among the HRV measures, short-term HRV (rMSSD) was most sensitive to noise and artifacts in the recordings (e.g., 311% and 989% higher than after manual exclusion for mouse and rat, respectively), followed by SDNNIDX.
Standard HRV parameters were generated for two % change (15% and 20%) and two SD (1.5 and 2 SD) cutoff values and expressed as % difference of those from the manual exclusion ( Figure 5) . In mice (Figure 5 , left panels), the "either" approach of the % change exclusion method (15% or 20%) resulted in a mean RR interval that was within 1% of the data generated using the manual exclusion method while the 2 SD exclusion consistently underestimated the mean RR interval in mice (Figure 5) . For the overall HRV (SDNN), 20% exclusion yielded the closest estimate (within 0.5% of manual exclusion), while the SD exclusion method consistently underestimated the SDNN by 12% -32%. Intriguingly, the variability in HR from 2 min cycles (SDANN) showed inconsistent results. The either approach did better than the SD method in mouse recordings 1 and 3, but worse than the SD method in mouse recording 2. This is one parameter where the pattern of noise and artifacts in the recordings made a difference in the outcome, likely due to the fact that the % change is less sensitive to long FIGURE 4 | Group data of sensitivity and specificity in mice (n = 3) and rats (n = 3). (A) Accuracy of sensitivity (circles) and specificity (squares) at different % change cutoff values (left) and SD cutoff values (right). For % change, the sensitivity and specificity curves intersect at 10-20% change. For SD exclusion method, the sensitivity and specificity curves intersect at ∼1 SD. (B) Group data of four cutoff values (exclusion criteria) in mice: 15%, 20%, 1.5 SD, and 2 SD showing that 1.5 SD exclusion criterion had the lowest sensitivity. 15 and 20% had significantly higher specificity than 1.5 SD and 2 SD criteria. (C) Group data of four cutoff values in rats showing that 15 and 20% had significantly higher specificity than the 1.5 SD and 2 SD criteria. Horizontal bars represent significant difference (p < 0.05) between the two groups.
stretches of abnormal RR interval that have similar mark-tomark intervals. However, these abnormal long intervals can be eliminated with the 2 SD exclusion method. For SDNNIDX, both 15% and 20% exclusion did slightly better than the SD exclusion. For the short term HRV measure (rMSSD), 20% exclusion consistently resulted in estimates that were within 9% of the numbers generated using manual exclusion, while 2 SD exclusion yielded inconsistent results that ranged from overestimations to underestimations by more than 12%. 15% and 1.5 SD exclusion criteria consistently underestimated the rMSSD. Together, the data suggest that using the 20% change from "either" adjacent RR intervals as an exclusion criterion is a good way for analyzing 24-h HRV in mice.
For rats (Figure 5 , right panels), 15% and 20% exclusion criteria produced similar results consistently (less than 8% difference from manual exclusion for RR interval, SDNN, SDANN, and SDNNIDX). The SD exclusion criteria had inconsistent results ranging from overestimation to underestimation. For the short-term HRV (rMDSSD), the % change criteria consistently similarly underestimated the rMSSD across the three rats while the SD exclusion had variably overestimated across the three rats. Together with the ROC 
NN, mean RR interval. Number in parentheses represent % change from the manual exclusion data.
analysis, the data suggest that the 20% change from "either" adjacent RR intervals is a good exclusion criterion for analyzing 24-h HRV in rats.
Visualizing Data Exclusion Methods
Three graphic representations illustrating how each exclusion method affected the same 24-h data set are shown in Figures 6, 7 . For mouse recording 1 (Figure 6 ), the 20% change from either adjacent RR intervals criterion clearly more closely resembled the manual exclusion in tachogram (Figures 6B1,C1 ), Lorenz plot ( Figures 6B2,C2) , and frequency histogram (Figures 6B3,C3 ) than the 2 SD exclusion method (Figures 6D1-D3 ). In addition, 20% change effectively excluded all examples of abnormal RR intervals shown in Figures 1B4-B6 . For the rat example (Figure 7) , the 20% exclusion criterion clearly included more normal-to-normal RR intervals and excluded more abnormal RR intervals than the 2 SD method (Figures 7C,D) . Overall, the graphic representations is consistent with the ROC analysis. That is, 20% change criterion had higher specificity (correctly excluded abnormal RR intervals, especially for data sets containing a higher degree of artifacts) and higher sensitivity (including normal-to-normal RR intervals, especially for data sets having relatively few artifacts).
DISCUSSION
The major finding of this study is that using 20% change from "either" adjacent RR intervals as the exclusion criterion can correctly identify nearly all normal-to-normal RR intervals without compromising specificity. This was possible to achieve because the majority of the incorrectly identified RR intervals and arrhythmias violated the 20% search criterion applied and few normal-to-normal RR intervals varied by more than 20% from the previous or subsequent beat. By using 20% change from "either" adjacent RR intervals as the exclusion criterion, we reliably obtained good estimates of time domain HRV measures from 24-h ECG recordings in rodents irrespective of the quality of ECG recordings. In contrast, while the 2 SD exclusion criterion had the sensitivity to include almost all normal RR intervals, it did not have the same specificity to exclude abnormal RR intervals.
An inevitable problem with long-term (24 h) recordings is that it is impossible to obtain a 24-h data set that is free of ectopic beats and artifacts. A common practice in avoiding a data set with abnormal RR intervals is to perform shortterm (2-5 min) recordings for HRV analysis (Gehrmann et al., 2000; Bennett et al., 2018) . While HRV measures obtained from short-term recordings provide useful clinical information (particularly regarding vagal regulation of the heart), they are not substitutes for the HRV measures obtained from complete 24-h recordings that have better correlation with clinical outcomes . For example, demonstrated that, in comparison to obtaining HRV from short-term recordings, assessing HRV over a 24-h period provided a better prediction of risk from arrhythmic events after an acute myocardial infarction. This may be due to the fact that long-term recordings encompass slower fluctuations in body activity/function, such as circadian rhythms, as well as physiological responses to changes in internal and external environments (e.g., reflexes, physical activity, hormones, endocrine, temperature) (Shaffer and Ginsberg, 2017) .
While the clinical significance of HRV as a diagnostic comorbidity associated with numerous pathologies is well established, the mechanisms underlying the onset of attenuated HRV remain poorly understood. Rodent models of disease, especially transgenic mouse models for human diseases, can provide invaluable insights into mechanisms underlying reduced HRV and autonomic function. Presently, there is no expeditious way to accurately obtain continuous HRV from animal models, which prevents us from being able to study how subtle changes in HRV relate to disease status: As the initiating step preceding disease progression or as a symptom of worsening illness. Here, we demonstrate that the use of % change can accurately estimate HRV measures from long-term recordings in rodents. Importantly, the process significantly shortens the time required for analysis, making it feasible to process long-term recordings. By providing accurate HRV measures (reducing the required effective sample size) and significantly shortening the processing time, this method can increase the throughput of data analysis by eliminating the bottleneck associated with manual identification and exclusion. Consequently, this methodology could facilitate the use of rodent models in our understanding of mechanisms underlying reduced HRV.
Key to using animal models for studying underlying mechanisms for human disease is that the mechanism of neural regulation of HRV is similar between humans and chosen animal models. We and others have shown that, even though resting HR FIGURE 5 | 24-h time domain HRV parameters using different exclusion criteria (15%, 20%, 1.5 SD, and 2 SD) in mice (left) and rats (right). Data are expressed as % difference from manual exclusion. Overall, the HRV parameters were closer to the manual exclusion method using the % change method, compared to the SD-exclusion method. In addition, the SD methods had more variable estimates. 20% criterion had better rMSSD estimate than the 15% criterion in mice but had similar results in rats.
FIGURE 6 | Tachograms, Lorenz plots, and frequency histograms of 24-h data from mouse recording 1 before any exclusion process (A, initial data set), after excluding abnormal RR intervals manually (B, manual exclusion), after excluding all RR intervals that were >20% different from either adjacent RR intervals (C, 20% exclusion), and after excluding all RR intervals that were outside of the 95% confidence intervals (D, 2 SD exclusion). The tachogram, Lorenz plot, and frequency histogram shown in Figure 1 are replotted here ( Figure 7A ) for ease of comparing the three exclusion methods (manual, 20% change, and 2 SD) to the initial data set.
in mice is chiefly under cardiac sympathetic influence (unlike in humans in which resting HR is chiefly under cardiac vagal influence), time domain short-term HRV (rMSSD) is mostly under cardiac vagal regulation just as it is in humans (Gehrmann et al., 2000; Pham et al., 2009) . Similarly, the corresponding HRV measures in frequency domain (high frequency power) has been shown to be under cardiac vagal regulation, just as in humans (Tsai et al., 2012) .
While it is well accepted that HRV is a strong, independent risk factor for several cardiovascular maladies, including arrhythmias and sudden cardiac death (Kleiger et al., 2005; Billman, 2011) , experts in the field have yet to identify a numerical value or threshold beneath which HRV values are deemed "pathological" (Buccelletti et al., 2009) . Unlike BP and HR where the normal range is well defined and consistent across subjects, HRV values can vary from subject to subject (Sato et al., 1995; Gregoire et al., FIGURE 7 | Tachograms, Lorenz plots, and frequency histograms of 24-h data from rat recording 3 before any exclusion process (A, initial data set), after excluding abnormal RR intervals manually (B, manual exclusion), after excluding all RR intervals that were >20% different from either adjacent RR intervals (C, 20% exclusion), and after excluding all RR intervals that were outside of the 95% confidence intervals (D, 2 SD exclusion).
1996; Melanson, 2000) . In addition, the observed changes in HRV under different conditions are often less than 20% (Buccelletti et al., 2009; Pieters et al., 2012) . Given the overlap in HRV values between normal and altered physiological states (Rajendra Acharya et al., 2006; Benichou et al., 2018; Poliwczak et al., 2018) , our proposed data exclusion method is likely to be applicable to most physiological/pathological conditions. Furthermore, our results showed that % change exclusion criterion is a feasible way for analyzing long-term recordings, providing a basis for future studies looking at pathological conditions. It is possible that the absolute % change may differ from study to study. As proof of principle, we showed that the use of ROC analysis could provide a useful tool for evaluating the appropriate cutoff value for % change and the accuracy of the exclusion method. This analysis could be easily applied to future studies for better estimate of HRV measures.
Here, we verified that a 20% change from "either" adjacent RR intervals as an exclusion criterion is a good approach for analyzing HRV in rodents. This approach significantly reduced the time required to exclude abnormal RR intervals for HRV analysis from 1 week (manual exclusion) to less than 1 h for a 24-h data set, thereby making higher throughput analysis of 24-h HRV from rodents feasible. Similar approaches have been used in prior studies in humans, albeit without justification and verification. For example, Kleiger et al. (1987) used the criterion that the RR intervals were within 20% of the preceding RR interval as the first screening method in identifying normal RR intervals, followed by visual inspection. However, the majority of human studies with 24-h Holter recordings rely solely on visual inspection and human editing prior to HRV analysis (Gac and Sobieszczanska, 2014; Bobkowski et al., 2017) . The 24-h Holter recordings are likely to have higher quality of ECG signals than those in rodent recordings. In addition, the number of heart beats in 24 h is 10-fold lower in humans than in mice. Although these factors makes it more feasible to manually exclude abnormal RR intervals for HRV analysis in humans, our results may also be useful for decreasing the processing time for 24-h Holter recordings. Kleiger et al. (1987) applied the 20% exclusion only to the RR intervals that were >20% different from the preceding RR interval as the first step and the data still went through visual inspection after the first cut. It is conceivable that excluding the RR intervals that are >20% change from either adjacent could provide enough sensitivity and specificity and eliminate the need for visual inspection. In addition, the optimal % change for exclusion could be tested with ROC analysis.
In addition to the significant advantage of being able to identify and exclude abnormal RR intervals residing within the normal RR interval range, the % change exclusion method also provides an advantage over any numerical cut-off because it is not influenced by changes in the duration of recording, the range of HR, or absolute RR interval duration. Many factors can change the range of RR intervals in the initial data set, including circadian rhythms (longer RR intervals during light cycle and shorter RR intervals during dark cycle), the animal's activity levels, and errors in marking R waves. A larger RR interval range will result in a larger 95% confidence interval, and hence, an increased likelihood of including more abnormal RR intervals resulting in overestimation of HRV measures. On the other hand, with a relatively artifact-free initial data set, up to 5% of the normal RR intervals may be excluded with the numerical cut off criterion resulting in underestimation of HRV measures. In this regard, while HRV is an important clinical index of cardiac autonomic health, the effect size of changes in HRV may be small. For example, exposure to air pollution has been shown to reduce short-term HRV by 10-15% in humans and mice (Pope et al., 2001; Chen et al., 2008; Pham et al., 2009; Garza et al., 2016) . Therefore, overestimation of HRV in some datasets and underestimation in others could mask subtle, albeit meaningful, physiological responses to exposures or under different pathology conditions. There is, however, a potential limitation in the % change method in that it is not as sensitive to long stretches of abnormal RR intervals with similar inter-beat intervals. This limitation could explain the overestimation of SDANN for mouse recording 2. Despite this potential limitation on one HRV measure, the 20% exclusion criterion was still significantly more accurate than then that SD method in identifying normal and abnormal RR intervals in the ROC analysis. Thus, it is a good way to effectively and accurately obtain HRV measures from 24-h recordings in mice, especially for the more commonly used clinical measures (SDNN and rMSSD) . Although beyond the scope of this study, this exclusion strategy may need to be modified for applying to pathological conditions. As more data are obtained using animal models of disease, we will better be able to refine how we process large quantities of data by identifying scenarios in which these methods may need modification in order to capture physiologically relevant data.
Using percent change to exclude ectopic beats, noise and artifacts from continuous ECG waveforms has proven to be a reliable and efficient way to generate accurate measures of HRV. However, this method cannot work if the R-waves in the ECG file are not sufficiently marked. Therefore, the ability to use this method is limited by how thoroughly R-waves are identified; if QRS complexes are not captured, the software cannot accurately determine the duration by which adjacent beats differ from each other. We found the Minimum R Deflection attribute to be the most important for catching waveforms of varying amplitude and shape. To improve our ability to catch all R-waves, despite variations in amplitude, shape and directionality, we conducted R wave marking over smaller regions of recording, adjusting the value for R Deflection until most R-waves were identified. Additionally, even though we recorded BP in combination with ECG as an independent measure of normal cardiac contractions for this study, BP recordings are not necessary for processing HRV with ECG signals. Considering the cost of these transmitter, ECG only transmitters is a more cost effective option for measuring HRV.
CONCLUSION
While the clinical significance of HRV as a diagnostic comorbidity associated with numerous pathologies is well established, the mechanisms underlying the onset of attenuated HRV remain poorly understood. We validated the use of a % change method for excluding abnormal RR intervals as a reliable method for generating accurate HRV parameters, even when the original ECG file is rife with RR intervals that violate the normal-to-normal criterion required for HRV analysis. This method dramatically improves the efficiency of data processing of ECG-derived HRV parameters. The promising nature of these findings is exciting, and will undoubtedly open doors for research enabling us to probe how environmental, pathological, and pharmacological changes influence HRV. Applying a 20% change from either adjacent RR intervals exclusion method will enable researchers to take advantage of available rodent models to help facilitate research on the underlying mechanisms mediating reduced HRV in pathological conditions as well as allow us to better understand how changes in HRV influence physiology.
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